Video Packages
Do you want to see yourself from a different perspective?Do you want to observe your current level from a tactical, technical or
physical point of view? Do you need a college recruitment tag video analysis for coaches at the schools you dream to play for?
Do you want to improve your stroke technique and be more accurate, consistent and powerful with your shots?
Do you want to improve your strategy or determine what your best game style is? If so, then we may have the perfect choice for
you!

1.Live Video Evaluation: ($350)
It will be done during a 30-minute lesson with your developmental coach or your
coach of preference. The video will cover your forehand, backhand, serve and
volleys. Your personal coach will also give you 3 to 5 corrections or exercises that
you need work on. This live video evaluation is the most popular because you will
take home all the tips you learned during your time spent at the Evert Tennis
Academy in an electronic format.

2.Match Play Video: ($175)
A player's true strength and weaknesses only become evident during match play.
Research show that players do not always do what they think they are doing
in competition and that coaches are not always correct in their post-match
assessment as to why a match is won or lost. The match will be filmed from two
different angles of the court - one elevated and one from behind the player - so you
can see what you need to work on and improve.

3.Match Analytics: ($425)
A match will be filmed and charted while analyzing key performance indicators.
These highlights are uploaded to a private online collection which will allow players
and coaches to look for important moments during the match. All the information
will help to objectively determine what needs to be improved.
Each match includes a Match Report with all statistics and key performance
indicators. This report can be used to easily identify the important match-defining
areas that need to be analyzed. It will also include the following Online Search
Parameters: Winners/Errors, Return + 1% and Placement, Score, Serve + 1% and
Placement, Aces/Double fault & more!

4.College Recruitment Video: ($425 for Full Time Players and $475 for Short Time Players)
It is for collegiate coaches who require an understanding of a potential student’s tactical, physical and technical abilities.
All strokes are filmed from various angles on-court. A handful of fitness tests are recorded to show the player’s physical abilities.
A match play video from two angles is also included - one elevated and one from behind the player. You will receive three videos – a short
version consolidated video and one video for each of the two angles.

5.Dartfish Technical Analysis: ($350 - only available during Summer Camp)
Dartfish allows an athlete to see a key positions analysis of your serve, forehand, backhand and volleys with highlighted
techniques and movements using a blend of drawing and measurement tools. You will also get a side-by-side analysis with a
tennis professional like Roger Federer with specific visual and auditory comments on each stroke from an Evert coach.

If you are interested, please contact Coach Jacob at Jacobo.Hernandez@evertacademy.com or ask for Edmee at the
front desk!
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